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Abstract

This paper describes the organization of a con-
certed action of German and Chinese phoneticians,
IT speech technologists and specialists in the field
of foreign language teaching in order to create a
new research program which has been proposed by
the first author as a so-called graduate college (enti-
tled “Chinesisch fr deutsche Ingenieure und andere
L1-Sprecher des Deutschen”) to the Federal Govern-
ment of Germany.

The paper has four parts: We first start by
describing the prime goals and conditions of our
application-oriented basic research plans for the de-
velopment of a new SL/T-system (Speech Learn-
ing/Training-system). Then we argue why — in
phonetic speech research — the classic paradigm
of “analysis-by-synthesis” should be replaced by a
the programmatic approach which follows the new
“synthesis-by-analysis”-principle. In the third part
we look at certain types of teaching speech acts and
teaching dialogs. In the last part we will be trying
to consider the fact that such complex approaches of
application-oriented basic speech research programs
as in our case needs a concerted effort in the collab-
oration of all relevant disciplines within the field of
SLP (including also NLP1), and here we end with
the question of how the so-called dilemma of text-to-
speech developers can be systematically avoided by
practically involving the addressed users of the de-
veloped System (engineers and language students)
from the very beginning.

1As described by H. Fujisaki in his introduction to the First
International Conference on Spoken Language Processing (IC-
SLP) in Kobe, 1990.

1. Introduction

The authors are very grateful to the organizers of this
conference for kindly having given us the opportu-
nity to describe a research program that is still in
its planning phase — so that it can also still be im-
proved in some of its details before it becomes real-
ity in the near future.

The application oriented aim of this new pro-
gram is to organize a well coordinated basic research
activity for producing the results that are needed for
an advanced SLP-based automatic teaching system
that really enables well-motivated individual L1-
speakers of German to produce phonetically correct
utterances of Standard Chinese after as short a train-
ing time as possible. Another important aim is to
exploit — in this given application context — the
IT-methods of modern speech technology for basic
speech research. This aim is devoted to sharpening
the instruments for investigating the actual function-
ing of natural speech acts — as far as the relation be-
tween speech acts and utterances is concerned. The
final and prime aim of all our plans consists in con-
tributing to the development of so-called complete
phonetic theories2 able to predict the phonetic form
of any regular utterance of a given speaker in a given
speech act.

It should be mentioned that some time ago the
first discussion of a new research program was ini-
tiated after a delegation from the Institute of Acous-
tics and Language of the Chinese Academy of Sci-
ence in Beijing had visited German speech research
centers (in Munich IPSK, SIEMENS and in Berlin
ZAS) and it was continued after we had got in closer
contact to our phonetic colleagues of the Chinese

2The concept of a Complete Phonetic Theory (CPT) has
been described in Tillmann & Pompino-Marschall 1993 [14]
and Tillmann 1995 [11].



Academy of Social Sciences (CASS) in Beijing and
the Fudan University in Shanghai. The initial part-
ners in the German consortium of the project will
consist of the Universities of Kiel, Berlin, Bonn,
Saarbrücken, Stuttgart, München, the Technische
Fachhochschule Berlin, the DFKI in Saarbücken and
SIEMENS.

2. New Good Reasons for Applying the
Munich Parametric High Definition (PHD)

Speech Synthesis System

Inspired by the work of the pioneers in this new
research field (Rodolfo Delmonte, Farzad Ehsani,
Maxine Eskenazi or Stephanie Seneff, to mention
only a few names in alphabetic order) and looking
at already existing Spoken Language Learning Sys-
tems (such as Delmonte’s [4] or the SLLS for Man-
darin from MIT [3]) both authors were encouraged
to proposed the application of the Munich PHD-
System (described in Tillmann & Pfitzinger 2000
[12]) in a modified laptop-based version for the
training of L1-speakers of German to teach them to
reproduce — in a phonetically correct way — any
given Mandarin Chinese learning items prompted by
the system by just immediately presenting them two
versions of their own utterance, namely (i) the orig-
inal one actually produced by the learner when try-
ing to categorically reproduce the teachers string of
speech and (ii) a phonetically correct one, also in
the speaker’s own voice. This proposal had been
based on the intuitively obvious, but yet unproved
assumption that an immediate feedback of the di-
rectly comparable pair of the actually produced and
(if necessary) phonetically corrected phonetic forms
would improve the achievable results. This critical
assumption has now been supported by the results
of work from the Graduate School of Frontier Sci-
ences at the University of Tokyo (Keikichi Hirose
2004 [8]).

For teaching non-Japanese learners to pro-
nounce Japanese words with the correct accents Hi-
rose first developed a method for automatically rec-
ognizing lexical accents (where each accent type
was represented as a multidimensional Gaussian
model). So the system could inform the learner
whether the reproduction of the items presented in
the teacher’s voice were acceptable or not, in which
latter case the learner’s utterance was corrected in its
prosodic form — using TD-PSOLA and taking the
prosodic features from the teacher’s prompting utter-
ance as a model — and presented back to the learner

together with a visual corrective feedback. In accent
type training tests it could then be shown that this
manner of giving corrective feedback improves the
achievable results especially in the pronunciation of
sentences (compared to giving feedback only in the
voice of the teacher).

One important feature of the PHD-System im-
plemented by the second author (Pfitzinger 2001
[9]) is that the speech signal of an utterance can
be modified not only in its tonal F0-contour, but
also in its local speaking rate contour. These PHD-
techniques allow very flexible modifications of com-
plex utterances. So it is not only possible to correct
the tonal patterns of single syllables or words pro-
nounced as citation forms, but also when these syl-
lables are embedded and prosodically integrated into
repeatable parts of fluent speech.

It should be said that these modifications can be
realized in steps of increasing speech rates, and this
can also be done with different degrees of tone-sandi
as described in a famous invited paper (Wu 2000
[16]).

3. The proposed Synthesis-by-Analysis
Approach as Opposed to the Classical

Paradigm of Analysis-by-Synthesis

The idea of parametrically analyzing complex utter-
ances and re-synthesizing the whole utterance with
controlled modifications of selected parameter val-
ues has been relevant in Munich for the production
of naturally sounding so-called real speech stim-
uli for perception experiments. So a proper para-
metric interpolation between phonemically identical
utterances of two speakers delivered a continuum
of absolute naturally sounding stimuli that could
be used in identification and discrimination tests
to demonstrate categorical perception of complex
speaker identities (Tillmann et al. 1984 [15, 10]).

Both present authors, 2000 and 2004, have ar-
gued that analysis-by-synthesis speech research has
been extremely helpful and productive for discov-
ering elementary speech categories (including the
trading relations which lead to a more complex pic-
ture), but that for the investigation of real speech the
parametric modification of naturally produced com-
plex utterances may lead to new and better insights
concerning the variability of the phonetic facts that
the speaking nervous system has to produce in any
act of speech.

In the context of this paper we would like to add
two further arguments in favour of the synthesis-by-



analysis research strategy in order to draw a conclu-
sion that shows how important research on pronun-
ciation teaching will be for the future development
of phonetic speech science. Firstly complex cate-
gories such as words and prosodies in the voice of a
given speaker — and not just only single elementary
categories such as minimal pairs, phonemes, distinc-
tive features, acoustic cues (i.e. VOTs etc.) are in-
creasingly at the focus of phonetic speech science.
The second argument says that any regular utter-
ance, even the pronouncing of a minimal pair or a
single vowel, is a very complex action, i.e. a com-
plete act of speech. And in this context the great
variability all of the complex, parametrically coded
speech categories must be seen — as far as possi-
ble — in the light of systematic modification. With
the idea of information bearing phonetic modifica-
tion programmatically formulated in the title of a
dissertation, experimental speech science has been
born (Rousselot 1890).

4. The complex form of speech utterances
in categorically different types of speech acts

In the context of phonetic modification the logically
well established distinction between autonymic and
heteronymic forms of speech acts receives a funda-
mentally new significance. There is no speech act
without an utterance. And it is not only the text of
an utterance but also the phonetic form of it that tells
the hearer what kind of intention the speaker has in
mind and wants to express.

We obviously find — in dialogs of pronunciation
teaching a very typical class of autonymic speech
acts where the speaker has the intention to demon-
strate a categorically determined form, that is: the
meaning of the utterance is the utterance itself in
its categorically reproducible form. This can be the
complex presentation of a single speech sound, the
category of a tone on a certain vowel, or the citation
form of a lexical item or a certain prosody to be put
on a string of words.

Our research proposal implies that the SLP-
technologies such as the PHD-System can be used
to investigate which kinds of phonetic modifica-
tions express, or are related to, different intentions
that are relevant in teaching the pronunciation of a
new language. What modifications turn alphabeti-
cally explicit utterances of autonymically produced
phonetic forms into those that we find as soon as
the same words are used heteronymically in sponta-
neous speech.

Last but not least: which types and classes of
modifications of all the different autonymically pro-
duced phonetic forms should be used in the teaching
dialogs, and this again both in autonymic as well as
in a heteronymic use and intention. There is an open
list of unanswered questions. One of the most im-
portant problems to solve is to answer the question
of phonetic correctness: in what teaching situations
and intentions is what phonetic form produced by
the learner acceptable or not.

5. The Research Strategy and Structure of
a Distributed Graduate College

We believe that especially in our application-
oriented basic research program it is good strategy
to combine the interdisciplinarily oriented scientific
education of beginning researchers with the possi-
bility to start their own research with respect to the
given list of questions that are a consequence of the
application itself (Tillmann & Pfitzinger 2004 [13]).
We cannot go into the details here, but it should
be mentioned that graduates have to be trained in
linguistics (including semantics and pragmatics), in
phonetics, in DSP, in SLP but also to a certain degree
in psychology and neurology.

The graduates will study in a distributed col-
lege at different institutes and universities in China
and Germany. One prime question in all the PHD-
work conducted by the students must be whether
an SLP-based correction is acceptable and under
what phonetic pronunciation conditions. The expe-
rience that we have made with the development of
the MAUS-System (Beringer & Schiel 2000 [1]) to
automatically segment and annotate with phonetic
transcriptions spontaneous speech signals (given the
orthographic text of the utterance) shows that ver-
ification of categories is possible where automatic
recognition is yet impossible with today’s ASR-
technologies.

Quite another prime question would be to in-
vestigate whether and to what extent the von-der-
Gabelentz-principle can be demonstrated, namely
that anybody who has brought himself into the sit-
uation of being able to pronounce the words of a
new foreign language correctly will also start to
speak and learn this language in a much shorter time
(Georg von der Gabelentz 1891 [7]).

The third area of research will be devoted to the
question how the SLP-based pronunciation training
components can be integrated in larger NLP-based
language learning dialogue systems such as those al-



ready mentioned.
The research strategy is determined by looking

for teachable communicative relevant categories that
can be successfully recognized, categorically mod-
ified and interpreted according to an intention ex-
pressed by a natural speaker in real speech. This
also helps to avoid the well known dilemma of the
developers of text-to-speech-systems who lose their
ability to judge the speech quality of their own sys-
tem.
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